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QUESTION 1

What are some reasons you want to optimize for landing page view and not clicks or conversions? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. A website can take too long to load 

B. A person clicks on an ad accidentally and closes the window before it opens 

C. Your goal is to get more conversions 

D. You are not generating at least 50 conversion events per week page or video: We recommend optimizing for link
clicks, not landing page views. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

The following scenarios are examples of link clicks that may not result in a landing page views: A person clicks a link
accidentally and closes the page before it gets a chance to load A person clicks a link intentionally, but the page takes
too long to load and the person closes it before it finishes If I can optimize for landing page views, should I? It depends
on your goal and/or ad format: If your goal is to get more traffic on a specific page (or specific pages) of your website:
We recommend landing page view optimization over link click optimization, since the former can improve traffic quality.
We especially recommend it if you\\'re trying to get people to land on a page (or pages) on their mobile devices. If your
goal is to get more conversions: We recommend trying to optimize for conversions first. However, conversion
optimization does not work for everyone. A conversion-optimized ad set needs to get about 50 of the conversion it\\'s
optimized for per week (though getting even more is better) to have a chance at being effective. If your ad set doesn\\'t
get that many per week, landing page views could be an effective alternative. They\\'re also a good choice if you don\\'t
have lower-funnel events (ex: a purchase conversion) set up with your pixel yet. If your goal is to get more people
viewing more content on your site overall (not landing on specific destination URLs of ads): We recommend optimizing
for ViewContent conversions instead of landing page views, since the former optimizes for people to view any page on
your site with that event added. Note: This means you have to add that specific event to every page you want people to
view. For landing page view optimization, you only have to have the pixel base code on every page you want people to
land on (we only optimize for people landing on your website after clicking from your ad). However, keep in mind that
this type of optimization is not available for ad sets in Traffic campaigns. If you\\'re using an ad format (ex: Canvas,
Offers, Messenger) that takes people to a Facebook 

 

QUESTION 2

You just hired a new Social Media Manager. If you give him/her access to your Fan Page as administrators, will they
also have ownership of the Fan Page? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Yes. Once you give administrators access to the Fan Page, they also become owners of the account. 

B. Yes, but only if they are also employees of the Business Manager Account. 

C. No, since they are employees and not administrators at the Business Manager Account. 

Correct Answer: C 

Users will ONLY be owners of digital assets (Fan Pages, Ad Accounts, Instagram Accounts, Pixels, and so on) if you
make them administrators at the Business Manager level. Based on Facebook best practices, you should always add
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team members as employees and not administrators of your Business Manager, this way you can still have control of
the permissions and assets of your Business. The Business Manager Account has two level of users: Administrators
Employee Users at the employee level will not own accounts, even if they are administrators of the Fan Page, Ad
Account or any other digital assets. 

 

QUESTION 3

You\\'ve realized that the pixel is not properly installed on your client\\'s website. Some events within the 

buying process are not being tracked by the pixel. 

Your customer has a checkout process split into two different pages: 

Customers have to first register 

Then enter their payment info on a second page. 

Which pixel events do you need to install on your client\\'s website? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Purchase 

B. Complete Registration 

C. Add To Cart 

D. Initiate Checkout 

E. View 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

These are all of the pixel events that should be installed on your client\\'s checkout process: 

1.

 Add To Cart: When a user adds products to their cart. 

2.

 Initiate Checkout: When a user lands on the first registration page. 

3.

 Complete Registration: When a user has completed the first registration page and needed to add payment info. 

4.

 Purchase: When a user has finalized the purchase. 

 

QUESTION 4
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Select all marketing strategies that you would suggest for the smartwatch launch. 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Use conversion ads to the checkout page for new audiences. 

B. Use attention-grabbing video ads on Instagram to new audiences. 

C. Create colorful, high-energy outdoor lifestyle footage of videos to perform in News Feed without sound, and highlight
the visual appeal and functionality of the smartwatch. 

D. Retarget series of Facebook ads to custom audiences who have viewed the videos for conversions. 

E. Create app install campaigns for people who have visited the website. 

F. Create app install campaigns for people who have finalized a purchase for the following 15 days. 

Correct Answer: BCDF 

The client has three specific objectives: 

Build brand and product awareness to new audiences. 

Spur online sales of new watch. 

Get people who\\'ve bought the smartwatch to download and use their new mobile app. 

In order to achieve these objectives, you should prioritize the following strategies for the product launch: 

Use videos on Facebook Feed to increase awareness, and use re-marketing strategies to people who 

have viewed a specific % of the videos (Objective #1 and #2). 

Use attention-grabbing video ads on Instagram to new audiences, this will allow you to re-market 

campaigns to website on people who have seen more than a specific % of a video (Objective #1 and #2). 

Create app install campaigns so that people will download their mobile app (Objective #3). 

 

QUESTION 5

You are building your internal team for a new digital marketing department. You\\'ve hired 2 community managers and 1
social media manager. You would like for the social media manager to be able to do the following tasks: 

View insights See who published as in the Page Send messages as the Page Publish and manage jobs Remove and
ban people from the Page 

Which role should you assign your social media manager in your Fan Page? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Page admin 

B. Page editor 
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C. Page moderator 

D. Page moderator 

E. Jobs manager 

Correct Answer: B 
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